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i.

         Pereentage Breakdown Characteristies of Eleetric

          Spark of Paraliel Plane Gap and Sphere Gap

                                            '                                '             '
                 '                         Hiroaki'rAGAsHIRA '
                                                          '

                             Introduction

    The percentage breakdown characteristic of high vo!tage apparatuses or

various kinds of spark gaps is a very important characteristic in high voltage

engineering when impulse breakdown is considered. But hitherto the percentage

breakdown characteristic has been dealt with mainly experimentally and theo-

retical considerations are scarce. In fact there are some diraculties when this

characteristic is considered theoretically. But if some assumptions are made

the curves of the characteristic (percentage breakdown vs. impulse voltage) can

be calculated from the general equation for statistical time lag proposed by the

author and some results may be obtained. The theory, the assumptions and

the general calculating procedure, the applications of the procedure for the

percentage breakdown voltage characteristics of plane parallel gap and sphere

gap, the results, the discussion and the conclusion are in the following.

        Theory, assumptions and general caiculating procedure

    It is well known that a spark discharge may or may not occur even when

a impulse voltage of the same height is applied to a spark gap. That is to

say, the spark discharge has a statistical nature in itself. This nature appears,

when a spark discharge occurs, as a time lag. There are two kinds of time

lags, the statistical time lag and the formative time lag though both of them

have been handled together in theory in recent years. The statistical time lag

is a lag in which the appearance of an initiai electron is concerned during the

application of an impulse voltage and the formative time lag is a lag between

the appearance of an initial electron and accomplishment of spark formation.

In one condition both statistical time lag and formative time･lag take compara-

tive values but in another condition the statistical time lag is larger than the

formative time lag and vice versa, Here, only the condition when the statistical

time lag is larger than the formative time lag is considered. This condition

may be obtained when the irradiation to'spark gap is not so intense and the

overvoltage is not so smali.

    The basic equation for statistical ti'me lag is
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        cip(t):==[1-p(t))2,(.t)d27.. ,. .. (1)

                                                    '                               '                                                 '
where p (t) is the probability of the occurrence of spark discharge between the

time impulse application (time zero) and the time t, cip (t) is the probability of

the occurrence of spark discarge between the time t and t+dt. 2(t) acts as

a kind of proportional constant for the occurrence of spark discharge between

the time t and t+dt and can be written as

                            2(t) - liV(t) n,(t)

where W(t) is the breakdown probabilityi) function and n,(t) is the electron

liberation rate from the cathode.

    Equation (1) can be integrated under the initial condition p (O) equais zero

at the time t is zero.

                      -SgA(t)dt

        g un- 1 -P (t) -- e                                                                <2)

where q is the probability of non-occurrence of the spark. If the lateral irradi-

ation is constant, that is, if the liberation rate of initial electron is constant

and the applied impulse voltage has constant height and infinite length, then

no(t) and W(t) are constant with respect to time and Z(t) also becomes a con-

stant. Hence equatlon (2) can be written as

                                            '        q-1-p(t)-e"'te""` (3)
Equation (3) is the Laue equation for statistical time Iag.

    When the equation (1) is set up, we implicitly assume the one dimensional

electric field distribution, that is met, for instance, in the parallel plane electrode

gap or the concentric cyiinder gap. In this case the electron liberated from

any part of the cathode can contribute to the occurrence of the spark with

equal probability. But in the case of the two dimensional electric field distri-

bution as in the sphere gap the electron from dlfferent part of the cathode may

have different probability for the occurrence of the spark. Equation (1) can

not be applied to this case directly. .
    Even in the case of the two dimensional field distribution, if a small area

is taken on the cathode, the electrons from the area may be considered to have

same probability for the occurrence of the spark. Then the equation (1) can

be applied for the small area, and the equation is

        ,ip(t,e)p(1-p(t,e))w(t,e)n,(t,e)cis(e)dt (4)

                                                 '
where 0 is the independent variable that indicates position of the small area

t
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on the cathode, ds (G) is the small area of the position on the cathode under

consideration and n,(t, 0) ds (0) is the number of the electrons liberated from

the small area on the cathode per unit time at the time t.

    Equation (4) is integrated with the initial condition that the probability of

the occurrence of the spark is zero at the time t being equal to zero.

                            -SlIJr(t,o)n,(t,e)cts(e),tt

         q(0)-1-P (t, 0) =:e (5)
    Equation (5) gives the probability of the occurrence of the spark by the

electrons that are liberated from the small area.

    The probability of the spark over the whole cathode is obtained as follows.

The probability of non-occurrence of the sparl< over the whole cathode is the

multiplication of the probabilities of non-occurrence of the spark in each area

on the assumptlon that the process of the spark formation of each area can

be regarded independent. The equation is

         2=limffq(o,)=e-SIS(o)J'f(`,e)'te(t,e)tzsce)at (6)

    Thus the prdbability of spark occurrence over the whole cathode P(t) is

obtained as ･
         P(t) -1-2 ' (7)
    This ls the general equation from which the calculation on the phenomenon

due to the statistical time lag is derived.

           Application of the general calculating procedure

            for the percentage breakdown characteristics of

           parallel plane gap and sphere gap

    From equation (7) the percentage breakdown characteristic when impulse

voltage is applied can be obtained. As is shown in the following, the per-

centage breakdown curve takes a different feature according to the form of

voltage impulse applied. Generally the standard impulse wave is used in the

impulse test. But it is very difllcult to calculate tlae percentage breakdown

characteristic when the standard impulse voltage is applied which consists of

the difference of two exponentially decreasing time function with different time

constant. So the term that has a smaller time constant is neglected in the

calculation, i.e. the standard impulse wave is approximated by exponentially

decreasing impulse wave. To compare the result with this, the calculation

when the rectangular pulse wave is applied is also performed.
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    (1) [I]he case of the rectangular pulse applicatioR

    Here the percentage breakdown characteristic is calculated when a rec-

tangular pulse wave with the height Il and the duration 7] is applied.

    Ia) Parallel plane gap

    The static spark voltage of the parallel plane gap is assumed Vk. IV(t, 0)

in the equation (6) becomes W(t) regairdless of 0 because the electric field dis-

tribution is one dimensional, The breakdown probabili£y {unction W(t) is'
known to be the function of percentage overvoltage zi'vi). That is to say,

        W(t) -f(d'v) (8)
where

              "- z
                                                                (9)        d`v =
                i[,7k

    Now dv is a constant with respect to time, and W(t) is also a constant

with respect to time. The breal<down probability function IV takes zero value

when percent overvoltage Av is zero and at small dv W'increases directly

proportoinal to dLv, but it gradually saturates with increasing div and slowly

approaches to one as dv continues to increasei). The author assumed the fol-

lowing relation between W and dv to mal<e calculation easy.

         VV(zi`v)-Ldv (10)
where L is a constant.

    The relation of direct proportion between W and dz, does exist until the

value of Av attains to about O.1. If external irradiation for the gap is con-

stant, the liberation rate of the electron no(t) can be regarded constant. The

equation (6) becomes

        2=e"'toSZTJi' (11)
where s is the area of the cathode and no is the electron liberation rate per

unit area. This is equal to the conventional equation by Laue.

    1b) Sphere gap

    Usually the static breakdown voltage of the sphere gap means the spark

voltage across the smallest distance between the two spheres. The smallest

distance lies on the line connecting the centers of the two spheres. In other

words, sparks of static breakdown occur on this line. But as far as the im-

pulse breal<down is concerned, sparks can occur in the region outof the line that

connects two sphere centers as well as on the line. This fact is frequently

seen in the experiment.

/.
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    Thus the static breakdown voltage other than on the axis line must be

known in order to calculate percentage breakdown characteristics. But this is

not known and so an assumption is made as follows. If the radius of the
sphere electrode is R, the gap length d and the static sparl< voltage along the

axis line Vk,i, the static breakdown voltage of a position on the cathode is

assumed to be

         L(0)= Vl,,t+2R (1-cos O)a (12)
where 0 is the angle between the center axis line and the line that connects

the position on the cathode and the center of the sphere and a is a propor-

tional constant.

    Equat!on <12) means that the static breakdown voltage at the position e is

the sum of the static breakdown voltage of the sphere gap La and the voltage

that is proportional to the difference between the distance that connects the

positions 0 on each sphere surface parallel to the center axis line and gap

length 'd. This assumption may be allowed as a simplest one. In this case
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                          I% - Vk(0)
        A'v(t,e)-d'v(0)-= n-(o) (13)
                                                        'and so

                        W(t, 0) - I]V (e) - LA`v (o)

and the electron liberation rate no(t, 0) is assumed to be constant. The proba-

bility of non-occurrence of spark over the whole gap becomes

        2(Av,)=(1+AzJ,)-e(i'd"e)eGY"o (14)
where

        G=nL 7V2eR vaala (15)
               Vh- Vkri

        Awo=: tJi;,'1 (i6)
and percentage breakdown curve can be obtained as

                           P(zi'v,) == 1- 2 (dw,)

    Equations (11) and (14) are shown in figs. 1 and 2 respectively.
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             Z) The case where exponentially decreasing '
                 impulse voltage is applied

    The exponentially decreasing impulse voltage is assumed to have the form

of VLexp (-rt) where iVl is the crest value and r is a constant, the reciprocal

of which, is the time constant of the decreasing wave form,

    2a) Parallel plane gap

    In this case

        "?y(t,o)-dw(t)-:--Vbe''ll;i-Y3-- . (i7)

where " is the static spark voltage of the gap. The breakdown probability

function is

        W(t, 0)-W(t) :-' Ldz, (t) (18)
              '    The electron liberation rate n,(t, e) is assumed to be constant in this case.

The result is
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                   .L71oS -]C7eoSgv
        2== (1+dz,e)"･e " "

where dz?o is Aw(O) and s is the area of the cathode.

    2b) Sphere gap

    In this case, the percentage overvoltage is the function of

                  Vlienrt- va(o)
        dw(t,e)-= ""'L(o) "

and

        W(t, e) =-- LAz, (t, e)

    The electron liberation rate n,(t, 0) is again assumed to be

The result is

                   -.g.(2+rivo) 2Lrdt,,
        g2}=(1+Av,)r .er

where
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and

                          It7h- U,
         Az'o ==: g`i' (O, O) ==: "- v,,, "" (24)

    The equations (19) and (22) are shown in the figs. 3 and 4 respectively.

                                  Results

    From the above calculations, the following facts can be pointed out.

     1) The percentage breakdown characteristic of the parallel plane gap

rises linearly from zero at the percentage overvoltage dx, being equal to zero

when the rectangular pulse voltage is applied.

     2) When the exponentially decreasing voltage ]Vhexp(-rt) is applied to

parallel plane gap, the percentage breakdown curve rises slowly as the percentage

overvoltage Az,, increases from zero.

     3) The percentage breakdown curve rises also slowly from zero when
a rectangular voltage wave is applied to the sphere gap.

     4) The percentage breakdown curve of sphere gap when exponentially

decreasing voltage Vtsexp(-rt) is applied rises from zero more slowly than

when rectangular pulse voltage is applied.

     5) In all cases, the percentage breakdown curve approaches slowly to

one (100 percent) as the percentage overvoltage increases.

     6) As may be seen from the figures the percentage breakdown charac-
teristic is influenced by the intensity of irradiation. If the intensity of irradi-

ation is increased, i.e. n, is increased, the cu,rve of the characteristics appears
                                                   tto shrink parallelly with abscissa, the point of zero percent overvoltage being

fixed in the graph. The voltage at which the percentage breakdown is fifty per

cent decreases also with increasing irradiation. The curve describing the relation

between the electron liberation rate (i.e. irradiation intensity) and the fifty percent

breakdown overvoltage can be obtained from the figures.

                                Discussion

    The percentage breakdown characteristics so far studied2) are mostly those

on sphere gaps to which standard impulse voltage is applied. According to

these studies, the percentage breakdown curvei ncreases slowly from zero when

the pecentage overvoltage Av is equal to zero, and attains the maximum gradi-

ent at about the magnitude of O.5, then the gradient falls and the curve

slowly approacb.es to one as the percentage overvoltage continues to increase.

The curve of the percentage breakdown characteristic calculated for the sphere

gap to which the exponential}y decreasing voltage Vhexp(-?'t), which is the
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approximation of the standard impulse wave, is applied, has as same appearance

as the characteristic curves by the studies.

    The fact that the percentage breakdown characteristlc curve is influenced

by the wave form of the applied impulse voltage can easily be observed in the

figures as was pointed out in the foregoing paragraph. This fact is seen in

the parallel plane gap as well as in the sphere gap and the gradient at the

zero overvoltage of the percentage breakdown characteristic curve when the

exponentially decreasing voltage is applied is smaller than that when the rect-

angular pu,lse voltage is applied. A similar tendency of the characteristics as

mentioned above also exists in the case where the impulse vo!tage having the

same wave form is applied for both gaps. That isi to say, the percentage

breakdown characteristic eurve of the sphere gap rises more slowly from zero

than that of the parallel plane gap even when the impulse voltage which has

the same wave form is applied. The effect due to the difference of the impulse

wave form app]ied and that due to the geometrical form of the spark gap

electrodes on the percentage breakdown characteristic have thus similar influence

and they work additively. Hence, the case where the exponentially decreasing

voltage is applied for the sphere gap has the lowest gradient at the zero

overvoltage of the percentage breakdown characteristic curve among the cases.

    The fact just mentioned above, i.e. the gradient at the zero overvoltage

of the percentage breakdown characteristic cv,rve of the sphere gap to which

the exponentially decreasing impulse voltage is applied is very ]ow, leads to

the conclusion that the estimation of the static breakdown voltage of the sphere

gap is very diflicult when the standard impulse voltage is applied. There is

always a chance of mis-estimation of the static breakdown voltage for the

larger side. This chance may be eliminated to a certain degree by suitable

irradiation. But inversely speaking, there may be the chance that the static

breakdown voltage of the sphere gap is taken to be decreased by external

irradiation. Of course, the irradiation can decrease the static breal<down

voltage in some cases. The irradiation intensity is that which varies the static

breal<down voltage. The discussion of the problem will be done later.

    The assumptions set forth for the calculation will be discussed in the fol-

lowing. In the calculations the formative time lag is neglected throughout.

The effect may appear in the case where the liberation rate of' the initial elec-

tron n, is large, for in that case the statistical time lag is reduced comparative

to the formative time lag. The error of the calculation can not be neglected

then. The calculation when the formative time lag is taken into account and

is assumed to be inversely proportional to the percentage overvoltage is

performeda). "rhe rise point of the percentage breakdown curve shifts from
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zero percent overvoltage to a little larger one. The magnitude of the shift is

influenced by the applied impulse wave form and the formative time lag to

percentage overvoltage relationship. According to this fact there is also a

chance of mis-estimation of the static breakdown voltage from the standard

impulse wave application when the formative time lag is comparative to the

statistical time lag. The results of the calculation is rather complicated.

    The assump'tion that the breakdown probability function W(t, 0) is directly

proportional to the percentage overvoltage Az7(t, 0) must be examined on the

limit of its application. As was described before, the breakdown probability

function has zero magnitu,de where the percentage overvoltage is zero and

increases in direct proportion as the percentage overvoltage increases. But it

begins to saturate on the way and finally approaches very slowly to one. The

assumption adopted is valid for the range where the percentage overvoltage is

small. If the range is required to be magnified, some other approximation

must be adopted which has the property of saturation. The author selected

the following equation.

         W(t, o)=1-emidv(t･e) (25)
where L is a constant.

    The calculations using this new assumption are made for the parallel plane

gap to which the rectangular pulse wave and the exponentially decreasing wave

voltages are applied respectively. The results are as follows.

         2=eL7tos>]Cl-e-Ld")T (26)
         2..(1+dv,)wL'l'O'.eei'g"[[rE'tC-i;)]-[uEt("Li+ilv")]]'eL (27)

where 9 is the probability of non-occurrence of a spark, n, is the initial elec-

tron liberation rate per unit area of the cathode, s is the area of the cathode

of the parallel plane gap, L is the eonstant that decides the relationship between

the breakdown probability function and the percentage overvoltage as shown

in the equation (25), Aw is the percentage overvoltage for the parallel

plane gap, dw, is the initial percentage overvoltage when the exponentially

decreasing voltage is applied, r is the reciprocal of the time constant of the

exponentially decreasing voltage and Ei(x> is the integral exponential function.

Of course the equation (26) is concerned with the･rectangular pulse wave applic-

atlon and the equation (27) is concerned with the exponentially decreasing

wave application. The results of the numerical calculation of the equations

(26) and (27) are shown in figs. 5 and 6 respectively. From the results the

fact is known that there may be a case where the percentage breakdown pro-
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bability never attains to one. The author experienced such a case in the low

pressure impulse breakdown of the air. The percentage breakdown probability

never attained to one as the overvoltage was increased and was dithcult to

determine. So the Iimit of approximation of the equation (10) may firstly

appear in the region where the percentage overvoltage is comparatively large.

But if the initial electron liberation rate from the cathode is of suitable magnitude

and the percentage overvoltage is not so large, the approximation of the equation

(10) may be regarded as valid. The percentage breakdown curves of the sphere

gap when the approximation of the equation (25) is adopted are under calcula-

tion, and in the case where the rectangular pulse is applied the equation closely

resembles equation (27).

    The problem of the relationship between the static breakdown voltage and

the external irradiation intensity (the initial electron liberation rate from the

cathode) is left here, In the calculations above it was always assumed that the

static breakdown voltage was not infiuenced by the irradiation intensity. But
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indeed the strong irradiation can affect the static breal<down voltage`). This

situation occurs when the irradiation intensity is too strong or a kind of

inequality of the electric field intensity is too Iarge5'. The author is of the

opinion that the strong intensity of the irradiation changes the spark mechanism.

Even the decrease of the formative time lag owing to the strong irradiation

can also be regarded as a kind of change of the mechanism inclusively,
because of the transfer of the mechanism from the single electron spark with

the weak irradiation intensity to the multiple electron spark with the strong

irradiation intensity6). In such cases, the static spark voltage itself has a func-

tional relationship with the irradiation intensjty or the liberation rate of the

initial electron. If such a situation is neglected the percentage breakdown curves

under strong irradiation can not be explained by the original equation (6). An
unexpected rise of the percentage breakclown curve seems to occur abruptly

in the region of the comparatively Iarge percentage overvoltage with too weak

irradiation'). This may be regarded as a phenomenon also due to the abrupt

change of the spark mechanism where the magnitude of the percentage over-

voltage is larger than a certain value.

    The results of further investigation and calculation on these problems will

be published in the future.

                               Conclusion

    The general equation for calculating the percentage breakdown character-

istics of the impulse breakdown is set up on the statistical time lag and applied

to the parallel plane gap and the sphere gap when the rectangular pulse voltage

and the exponentially decreasing voltage are applied respectively. The fact that

the percentage breakdown characteristic is infiuenced by the voltage wave form

applied, the geometrical feature of the gap electrodes and the intensity of the

external irradiation can be explained by the equations. The fifty per cent

breakdown voltage can also be given from the calculation.
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